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2020 Second Quarter Review & Outlook 
 
■ Market Review  
  
Equities 
 
Following the first quarter's market plunge from all-time highs, the U.S. stock market rebounded in the second quarter on the 
hopes of a return to normalcy from an economic shutdown caused by the COVID-19 virus. After falling more than 34% peak to 
trough in the first quarter, the S&P 500 Index remarkably rebounded 20.5% in the second quarter, and was down just 3.1% for 
the year at the end of June.  
 
The second quarter's surprising recovery is a reminder that the economy and markets don't always move in tandem. During the 
economy’s recent “soft opening,” still plaguing the nation were increasing numbers of coronavirus cases and deaths, struggling 
small businesses along with the retail and hospitality sectors, the highest rate of unemployment since the Great Depression, and 
civil unrest ignited by the death of George Floyd in police custody. Nevertheless, despite all this adversity, U.S. stocks rose 
significantly during the past three months as investors became convinced that the economy was on the mend, spearheaded by the 
Federal Reserve, the Trump administration, and the Treasury Department’s bold policy initiatives. 
 
The equity market's second-quarter comeback implies a very optimistic stance from investors, who are looking forward to the 
rapid ending of the pandemic and a restoration of corporate profits. On the whole, stock prices are signaling in a return to 
normal, but much remains uncertain. Stay-at-home orders began to lift in the middle of the quarter, but success in reopening the 
economy hinged upon keeping infection rates limited, which lately have risen causing some states to pair back again on social 
interactions. COVID-19 treatments and vaccine developments will be an important catalyst in removing social distancing 
measures and ultimately reigniting economic growth. Drug and biotech firms are progressing toward coronavirus treatments and 
ultimately a vaccine, but estimates vary on when one will be available.  
 
Fixed Income 
 
The broad U.S. bond market delivered positive returns in the second quarter. Along with rising equities, lower-grade bonds 
performed the best of any fixed income security during a “risk on” market. The 10-year Treasury ended the quarter relatively flat, 
finishing at a 0.67% yield compared to the first-quarter’s 0.69% mark. The Federal Reserve continued to buy or back stop all debt 
issue types, including “fallen angels;” corporate bonds that were once investment grade that fell to “junk” status by virtue of 
rating agency downgrades.  
 
■ Global Market Performance 
 
The first half of 2020 was a tale of two markets. The first quarter culminated in the fastest peak to bear market in S&P 500 Index 
history, as volatility spiked to unprecedented levels with the coronavirus pandemic spreading like wildfire. The second quarter, 
however, proved the best three-month percentage gain in over twenty years. 
 
In the U.S., the S&P 500 Index soared 20.5% for the second quarter; a triumphant comeback from the first quarter’s historic fall. 
Small company stocks outperformed large-cap equities, jumping 25% as investors took on risk (as measured by the Russell 2000 
Index). The tech-heavy Nasdaq Composite continued to outperform all domestic indices, gaining 45% over the past three 
months as investors and day-traders heavily bought growth-momentum stocks such as Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix,  
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Alphabet (Google), and Microsoft. These top tech stocks are a large component of the S&P 500 Index and have contributed to 
much of the market’s recent rise. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The best performing sectors during the quarter were Technology, Consumer Discretionary, and Energy, which rallied over 30%. 
Defensive sectors, such as Utilities (2.7%) and Consumer Staples (8.1%), lagged in the “risk on” market. Technology, followed by 
Consumer Discretionary, have been the leaders for the year. Energy and Financials remain in negative territory, being the worst 
sectors so far. For investment “styles,” Growth continued to trounce Value this past quarter with a 28% rebound for the Russell 
3000 Growth and a 15% return for the Russell 3000 Value. For the year, Growth is now ahead of Value by over 25%, the widest 
margin for a 6-month period since 1999.  
 
International equities underperformed the U.S. stock market, but still recorded solid gains. Emerging markets (+18%) 
outperformed developed international markets (+15%), as the Asian region of developing countries became the first to reopen its 
economies last quarter. China is the only major global country with a positive stock market return of 3.5% for the year. The U.S. 
dollar weakened somewhat this quarter, which was a tailwind for foreign stocks.  
 
Natural resources and other commodities advanced 4.1% for the quarter, as measured by the Bloomberg Commodity Index. Still, 
commodities are down 19.4% for the year. Despite a solid second quarter increase, Energy was down 46.3% for the year as 
OPEC and Russia began 2020 with a crude oil price war. More recently, however, they decided due to declining global demand 
for oil and natural gas, it was best to curtail production to increase pricing. One shining exception in the commodities market for 
mid-2020 performance was gold (+17.1%) and other precious metals (+13.8%), as investors sought safety in these tangible assets 
during market and geopolitical uncertainty.  

 
GLOBAL EQUITY AMD COMMODITY MARKETS CHART Q2 2020 

Fixed income for the second quarter saw rates stay relatively range bound for Treasury securities, while corporate credit snapped 
back as fundamental concerns were pushed aside and demand for yield resumed with investors. As such, bond sectors hit hardest 
in the first quarter experienced the biggest rebound in second; with high yield, leveraged loans, and investment grade corporate 
credit leading the way. The Federal Reserve’s continued buying and back-stopping all types of fixed income securities, which only 
emboldened bond investors. 
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For the past three months the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index of high-quality government, mortgage and 
corporate bonds rose 2.9%. The Treasury component of the index was flat, while the corporate bond portion advanced 
8.6%.Non-investment grade or high-yield bonds jumped 9.7% for the quarter as investors began bargain hunting, with the 
economy and stock market showing signs of recovery. State and local government municipal bonds gained 2.7% in the last three 
months, with assistance from the Federal Reserve’s purchases. Worldwide, bonds rose 7.7% for the quarter as measured by the 
Bloomberg Barclays Capital Global Bond Index. These debt securities were positively affected by a “risk on” appetite and a 
weaker dollar versus foreign currencies.   

GLOBAL FIXED INCOME MARKETS CHART Q2 2020 

■ Portfolio Review 

 …so I am telling people that it’s important to go up in quality and to be more tactical than you've been in the past. 
  — Mohamed El-Erian; Chief Economic Advisor at Allianz 
 
Along with equities and other asset classes, Strategic Financial Concepts (SFC) Tactical Investment Strategies (TIS) Model 
Portfolios recorded significant gains for the second quarter. As for performance, SFC TIS model portfolios were behind the 
comparative benchmarks in the past three months, as we were conservatively positioned with an underweight in stocks. 
Nevertheless, with our significant outperformance in the first quarter as the markets fell, portfolios for the year have performed 
relatively well, and have recovered much of the losses since the March market lows.  
 
We continue to have portfolios well diversified in different asset classes, underweighted in stocks and bonds with a bias toward 
high-quality holdings. We are using alternative investments that partially protect stock losses as a substitute for a portion of our 
normal stock positions. Our precious metals holding (mainly in gold and silver) continues to provide gains for accounts this year. 
As we anticipate a volatile 2020 second half, there are no major portfolio 
changes planned in the near term. Nevertheless, we have proceeds from 
past investment sales in a conservative ultra-short term bond fund 
(earning a 2% dividend), ready for re-investing in stocks and perhaps 
other investments when the time seems appropriate. 
 
As markets fluctuated wildly during the first half of 2020, it’s an 
important reminder just how difficult it is to “time” stock movements. 
An investor not only has to correctly guess when to get out of stocks, 
but also know when to get back in. It’s highly doubtful that anyone 
timed those two events accurately this year as the movements were 
sudden and very volatile in both directions. It’s also a lesson in how 
important it is to be diversified in multiple asset class investments to  
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reduce account value swings, such as in the recent torrential ride. Having different investments that can  
move in opposite directions causes less nausea for clients in turbulent times, and keeps them on track toward reaching their 
financial goals instead of bailing out at market lows.  
 
Our financial advisors have done an excellent job throughout the first half of 2020 in communicating with clients about the 
market and their accounts, and assuring them that this too will pass. We trust our Investment Insights newsletter and periodic Market 
& Portfolio Update pieces have helped as well.  
 
While we are very pleased about the stock market’s “V” shaped rebound, we’re concerned that the market has advanced too far 
too fast. The reopening of our economy amidst signs of the coronavirus being under control at quarter-end was hopeful, but 
lately several states have seen a surge in cases and have had to backtrack their efforts. As I’ll discuss in the following Market 
Outlook section, this recent investor exuberance may be a bit premature. Still, our long-term outlook is good. 
 
■ Market Outlook 
 

The death rates (from COVID-19) aren’t rising as quickly as infection rates. It suggests that the virus is being  
managed better than before or it’s more focused on the younger generation, suggesting a less severe economic reaction. 

  — Seema Shah; Chief Strategist at Principal Global Investors 
 
Obviously, we are pleased to see a strong recovery of the stock market over the past quarter. No doubt the Trump 
administration’s (with congressional approval) and the Federal Reserve’s record-setting stimulus initiatives for the economy and 
financial markets have propped up the stock market by giving encouragement to investors. Talks are resuming for another 
government stimulus injection for the unemployed plus state and municipal entities in the coming weeks or months.  
 
Diving deeper, though, the stock market’s strength has mainly been the result of one sector—technology—and if that sector sees 
profit taking, the broad market may go down with it. There is also anecdotal evidence that many who were betting on suspended 
professional and college sports have now become “Trader Joe’s;” using their money to buy tech stocks and other investments 
instead. (The large sports-betting industry was valued at over $150 billion in 2019, according to Zion Market Research.) The 
question now is will they take their winnings off the table and resume betting on sports when they reopen soon (albeit with few 
or no fans in the stands). 
 
Also, the stock market has been stuck in a trading range of late. This may be because the coronavirus is still spreading across the 
country despite the supposed beneficial summer weather. The past months, epidemiologists have consistently lengthened the time 
that they’ve suggested keeping the economy relatively closed. Eventually, though, many citizens and politicians revolted against 
their recommendations as job and business losses mounted, forcing states to reopen. Now, a pick-up in new cases and a “surge” 
in some states is causing governors to reverse prior moves to reopen, and instead are now fully or partially re-closing bars, 
restaurants, and other venues.  
 
Along with the virus, the United States has experienced civil unrest not seen since 
the 1960s, with large protests nationwide (both peaceful and otherwise), further 
dividing our social and political landscape. This is all happening prior to a heated and 
divisive presidential election in November.  
 
Again, while our long-term outlook on the economy and stock market is positive, 
there are factors caused by COVID-19 and social strife that have led to economic 
and psychological hardships that belie the recent astounding stock market “V” 
rebound. From a pure stock valuation metric, the price to earnings (P/E) ratio of the 
top S&P 500 companies is meaningfully higher than historical averages. When 
coupled with the improving but still high  
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unemployment rate, decreased consumer purchases and corporate profits—all resulting in negative GDP (gross domestic 
product) compared to last year—our economy is not going back to normal anytime soon. As such, we are still expecting a 
protracted “U” shaped economic recovery.  
 
Yes, investors are looking ahead to next year when evaluating GDP and stock prices, but they probably will be disappointed that 
the recovery will take longer than expected. It is for these reasons why our model portfolios currently are conservatively 
positioned, and underweighted in risk assets like stocks. 
 
However, we are hopeful for the future. While cases of COVID-19 are still spreading, the average age of those infected are 
younger than when the pandemic began. As such, the number of deaths is leveling off. Also, healthcare practitioners have 
become more adept in treating hospitalized patients. And it seems strides toward a vaccine are progressing thanks to worldwide 
drug and biotech companies’ efforts. Amid business challenges, corporations have created ways to adapt different modes of 
operations (such as rerouting supply chains and having employees work from home). Finally, as a country, our citizens overall 
remain vigilant in exercising mandated health-safety practices throughout this crisis.   

Be assured that we are watching events closely and have the best industry resources available to make informed investment 
management decisions on your behalf. We will continue to communicate with you as events and our investment portfolio 
positioning changes. As always, reach out to us and your financial advisor for any questions or comments. In the meantime, we 
advise that you proceed with your life safely within the guidelines of health officials, and remain confident that in the long run 
you, our businesses, and our nation are resilient enough to not only survive but prosper.           

 
Dean L. Boebinger, CFP® 

Strategic Financial Concepts, LLC 
Director of Tactical Investment Strategies 

20333 State Hwy. 249, Ste. 200 
Houston, TX 77070 

281.378.8008 
dboebinger@sfcria.com 

 
 

Dedicated to Protecting and Growing Clients’ Wealth 
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Sources: Baird Private Wealth Management, Q2 2020 Market Chart Book; Charles Schwab, Schwab Market Perspective: Mixed Signals, June 11, 2020: First Trust Advisors Monday 
Morning Outlook, The Economy and The Virus, July 6, 2020; JP Morgan Asset Management, Guide to the Markets, Q3 2020; Morningstar, U.S. Equity Funds Rebound in the Second 
Quarter, June 29, 2020: PIMCO, What’s Ahead for the Economy and Markets: Key Highlights, July 2020; State Street Global Advisors, SPDR ETFs Chart Pack, July 2020 Edition; The 
Wall Street Journal (multiple publications); Wealth Advisor, El-Erian on the Long-Term Effects of the Crisis, May 1, 2020; Vanguard Perspective, Market perspectives: July 2020, June 24, 
2020.  
 
Strategic Financial Concepts, LLC (SFC), is an independent investment adviser registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission. SFC offers investment management and 
financial planning services for individuals, advisors, corporations, and non-profit organizations. We welcome your inquiries.  
 
This publication represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee 
of future results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment advice regarding mutual funds or any stock or bond in particular, nor 
should it be construed as a recommendation to purchase or sell a security. This publication is for your use only and is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do 
not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. The opinions expressed are our opinions only. 
 
Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. In addition to the normal risks associated with equity investing, international investments may involve risk of 
capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation in currency values, from differences in generally accepted accounting principles, or from economic or political instability in other nations. 
Narrowly focused investments typically exhibit higher volatility. Products of companies in which technology funds invest may be subject to severe competition and rapid 
obsolescence.  
 
Index information is for illustrative purposes only and does not represent any particular SFC investment. Indices are unmanaged, thus do not incur management fees or trading 
expenses. 
 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted. Read the prospectus of any 
mutual fund or other investment products carefully before investing. Consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses carefully before investing.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


